REPORT OF THE DSS Representative Councilor

Submitted for: 11th November, 2021

Dental Students’ Society

Issue raised about whether the DSS can submit, instead of audited statements:
1) Notice to reader statements OR
2) Review engagement statements

Although these two may be lower quality statements, it saves the DSS a lot of money. As a small organization, it seems overkill to produce audited statements that eats up almost half the DSS’s cash.

Committee Activity

As the Legislative Council:
Funding Committee:
  • Will confirm soon to join the funding committee if spots are still available

Health and Dental Committee:
  • No meeting yet

As the Dentistry Senator:
CAPS advisory group
  • Was reached out to for three meetings, two of which are conflicting with school schedule. In the process of discussing alternatives.

Course Evaluation Advisory Group
  • No meetings yet nor was reached out to

Respectfully submitted

Han Wen Yu
DSS Representative — Students’ Society of McGill University
dentistryrep@ssmu.ca